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Cease fire declared
about his feelings, Andy Cobb, a
sophomore, said "I'm glad hostility
Voice Collegiate News Editor
ended with so few U.S. casualties.
I think it is unfortunate that the
That was it. Midnight, WednesWorld Order that Bush has
New
day night, the war was (hopefully)
decided upon depends on military
over. Bush had declared a ceaseforce as a means of resolving disfire, stating that "Kuwaitis liberated; Iraq's army is defeated. Our putes."
Many other students agreed with
military objectives are met."
general feelings, including
Cobb's
College
of
the
at
Many students
Bracken, a peace acRowly
senior
long,
for
a
Wooster were prepared
arrested on Februwas
who
cativist
drawn out, bloody battle, with
with nine other
14
along
ary
sualties numbering in the thouCOW activists for refusing to
sands. The ground campaign
started February 24, five days ago. leave Representative Ralph Regu-la- 's
office.
It ended yesterday, perhaps the
glad it's over; it should
"I'm
Campaign
Ground
most successful
been fought Really,
milnever
have
the
involving all divisions of
Bush has many
over.
counit's
not
itary and several different
to make
decisions
difficult
more
tries.
send a
to
his
orders
than
other
People sat in front of televisions
against
weak
force
superior
vastly
all over campus, but the feeling of
' We
troops.
Iraqi
unsupported
urgency that was apparent six and
will pay the financial material and
weeks ago when the Air Campaign began was not felt this human and political costs of the
war for many years to come."
time.
Jen Pope, another senior, com"Life goes on. I know that
more people could have died in mented, "I'm glad it's over, but
this part of the war, but we're used I'm not sure it was handled in the
Amerito it now. I have other things to best way possible by the
do," commented a student who cans."
But not everybody was against
wished to remain anonymous.
Yet people stopped off at the big the war.
"I thought he President Bush
TV in Lowry periodically, espeasked
When
lunch.
during
cially

had to do what he had to do. It

DREW NICHOLSON

.

.

i

Rehmat Hasnie spoke as a Muslim student as part of the
religious diversity forum discussion held Wedensday in the Pit.
Members of a variety of religious groups including Judaism,
Christian Scientists,
Catholicism, Christianity.
religious freedom at
of
issue
the
Muslims
addressed
Black
and
Borden.)
by
(photo
Paul
Wooster.
Neo-paganis-

m,

Moclctail Contest
begins Natural High Week
"Mocktail Contest" on Friday at
4:30 p.m. in Lowry Center Pit.
Voice Staff Writer
The contest will be between the
conThis Friday marks the beginning clubssections on campus and
of the campus drug awareness testants will be judged on the best
drink. On
week that will be held March - 8. tasting
entilecture
informative
Sunday
an
Natural High Week" will coincide
Alcoholof
Children
with the National Collegiate Drug tled "Adult
the Wayne
Awareness Week taking place ics" will be given by
in
Services
County Alcoholism
across the country. "Sophie
120.
the. Associate Dean of Lowry room
of the week in- -,
highlights
Other
Students, said that the week's
"My Name is Bill
events are "basically to help raise elude the film
in
from
Wednesday
on
W."
awareness that there are fun alterinformation
and
Underground
natives to alcohol and drug use, the
Lowery Center Lobby
and to educate people about the tables in
Phi Gamma
impact that alcohol and drug use sponsored by Zeta
For Life
can have on their life. The purpose with signing Contracts
5 to 7 pjn. Inis not to stop use, but to make on Thursday from
formation on all events and times
everyone aware of its implicawill be available and everyone is
tions."
.
attend.
The week will begin with a encouraged to
KATHLEEN SCHUH

1-

non-alcoho-

lic

Wis-nicws- ki,

8-- 10

for the office of secretary. All of
the official candidates submitted a
Voice Editor
petition of 100 names by 5 p.m.
writing-i- n
The candidates running opposed Monday. The option of
on the
for SGA offices are Amy Dana, candidates will be available
ballots.
SGA
Robb DeGraw, and Timothy PowThree students are also running
ers for president; Suraj Dudhoria,.
to
Julianne Prexta, and Rachel Tansey to fill the three open positions
Matt
are
They
for treasurer; and Kyle Haines and Campus Council.
MiCara Johnson for director of special Frankel, Andy Gardner and
chael Robertson.
services and special projects.
Candidates will give their camRunning unopposed are Lisa
speeches in the Lowry Pit
paign
of stufor
night beginning at 6:30
Monday
dent affairs, Michael McTiernan for
of academic affairs; pjn. The event is sponsored by
and Ethan Krow for director of pub- SGA.
The student body wilj have the
lic relations.
to vote in Lowry and
opportunity
No student turned in a petition
AMY HOLLANDER

Os-termue-

vice-preside-

nt

,

Murph Bamrick, a sophomore
said "I think the President dealt
with this in the most professional
manner possible. His trust in
our military commanders is the
biggest reason why the outcome of
this war was quick and positive for
the coalition."
None of the students commented
on the fact that the War could possibly start up again if Saddam
Hussein refuses to abide by all of
President Bush's demands, which
include that Iraq must release all
allied POWs, foreign hostages and
bodies of allied troops who died
(seventy-nin- e
U.S. troops died in
combat since January.)
Iraq must reveal the locations of
all land and sea mines that it has
placed and must comply fully with
all U.N. resolutions, including rescinding the annexation of Kuwait
and paying war reparations. Iraqi
military leaders must also meet
with Allied officers to finalize military aspects of a cease fire by Friday.

Iraq is supposed to be accepting
the U.N. resolutions but Allied
leaders are cautious.

candidates campaign

SGA

vice-presid-

was necessary," stated Bill Abbott,
a senior.
.

ent

ller

Kitrredge during dinner from 4:30
to7 p.m. on Wednesday.
In the race for president, the
names of three current members of
the SGA Cabinet appeared on
De-Gra-

w's

petition. SGA President
Jennifer Belmont,
of Student Affairs David Dring and
Vice-Preside-

nt

of Academic Affairs
Amy Felix were those signatures.
Vice-Preside-

nt

DeGraw who has no previous
experience with SGA stated at an
open meeting of the SGA General

Assembly that he is impressed
with the organization. He also
said that he thinks the current
see SGA: page 2

!
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Recyclers ask for student cooperation
MORGAN ADAMS
Special to the Voice

Recently, the College's volunteer Recycling Program has been
encountering some very serious
problems in the residence halls.
The following is an explanation of
how the program operates, and
how dorm residents can help it
hall recyclablcs are
collected on Monday and Thursday
afternoon and on Saturday mornings, when the recycling bins arc
cleaned. Four to twelve people
work on each collection run,
which takes two or three hours.
Since attracting enough volunteers
is difficult, it is important that

dorm residents understand how lar misuses recycling bins. Please
keep newspaper separate from oththey can make the task easier.
er paper, and don't try to recycle
Some recycling bins, can be inpaper.
convenient to use. Bins for paper glossy or
and
brown,
clear,
rooms,
and
put
Also,
arc in the computer
bins.
separate
in
glass
grccnblue
bins for glass, tin cans, plastic
and cardboard are usually in the Hold clear glass up to a light: if it
basements. Please recycle these has any green tint at all, it should
materials anyway. (The paper go with green glass.
Some dorms, especially Arming-toproducts you use in one year are
Bissman and Holdcn. have
equal to two pine trees.) Instead of
leaving recyclablcs on the floor been putting garbage in recycling
when you can't find a bin. label a bins. Urine, vomit, mud and food
mixed in with cans are continualbox to make a new bin for your
ly found in bins and must be
hall.
Sorting the contents of bins picked out by hand. These same
wastes time, so it is very helpful dorms throw away recyclablcs in
to find bins which have been used large quantities., and litter the
correctly. Holdcn Hall in particu
ground with them.
dark-color-

n,

Leventhal discusses
coalitions beyond the War
HANS JOHNSON
Voice Viewpoints Editor

Next Tuesday Dinah Leventhal
will visit the College to discuss
coalition politics. As a leader in
the Democratic Socialists of
America, she has long worked
with young people around issues
of their political concern. While
here she will lead a 4:30 pm discussion in Lowry Pit and a 7:30 p.m.
workshop in Lean Lecture Room.

Box 3006
Boston, Ma 02130

A

CITGO
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am-op-

m
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guidelines:

Please DO:
Put recyclables into the correct
bins.
Write the location on home-mad- e
bins (so wc can return them).
Empty your cans (there is no need
to wash them).

Please DON'T:
Throw recyclables away.
Steal recycling bins.
Urinate' in bins. '
Vomit in bins.
Throw trash in bins.

SGA elections Wednesday
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

stop the Inside' from working for
the 'inside."
Dana a. three year member of"
SGA is "effective" and that the
" better ccAmuliicaao
Jl'S$A' stated' (hat a' common per?"
dccYo
Leventhal recently led a session' ' 'Worm (he sdiients of all the work cepuon among students is mat an
at the organization's national conthey (SGA members) do is just get
the SGA docs.
ference in New York. Along with
In a written statement to the elected." Dana added that she is
noted poverty analyst and writer Voice. DcGraw stated that SGA the one to change the perception.
Frances Fox Pi yen. she addressed "has to prove that it is working
To the SGA General Assembly.
some of the longterm implications for the students in order for the Dana stated that her reason for runof the Gulf War.
students to have coinfidence in ning is "one
Both of the events are open to their government."
Prexta and Dudhoria. candidates
the whole community. Ms. Lefor treasurer, both stated that thcy-hav. Powers also has no previous exventhal will be available for' quesgained an on demanding of
perience in SGA. Powers stated
tions following the afternoon dis"We need an 'outside leader to how funding works and would be
cussion and at the workshop.
1

word-continuit-

Istwdent Services

Leilb.

P.O

Tan-"se-

y."

Box'

effective in ensuring that the fundy
ing process runs smoothly.
"st4ted tft'shc V6ul like to
Improve communication between
stu'oew'orgailions 'to prevent
confusion in the funding process.
Johnson stated that her previous.
experience "provides me with the
foremost qualification" for the position of director of student services and special projects. Kyle stated that' "motivation decribes the
frame of mind dial would exemplify my service to the campus."

e

Hollywood.

22-25- 96.

3302?

Touch Lives

Wfe
Scholarships, Fellowships, and Grants.
Ed's Services

ed

to collect from every dorm. They
also make the work very unpleasant for the volunteers. Volunteers
would like to ask every Wooster
student to follow a few simple

Recently two full bins of cans
were found in Bissman's dumpster,
and the bins themselves were left
next to it. (Recycling one aluminum can saves enough energy to
run a TV for three hours.)
Missing bins arc a problem in
almost every dorm, but particularly in Kenarden, Armington
Bissman. Bissman. for example
has been issued 22 bins, and 19
have disappeared. Many bin lids
are also missing. The Recycling
Program has a very limited budget
so it is greatly appreciated if stolen
bins were returned "and existing;'
bins were left where they are.
On many (lays, these problems ,
mean volunteers don't have time'

Solid imisniiBneH to the
Scriptures and evangelical
theotogy
i
Competent scholarship and
academic preparation
Dynamic spirit of fellowship

and community
Excibng integration of faith,
learning and life
Innovative programs including . . .
Exlenbon campuses in
g
Cleveland and Detroit

I

AT"T
V

I

I

-

Two distinct counseling
programs, both dinical
and pastoral
Master of Divinity
Master of Arts
Doctor of Ministry

Ashland
Theological
Seminary
910 Center St
Ashland. OH 44005
(4191

289-516- 1
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C OLLEGI ATE NEWS
Campus Wire
Paper cups: better or worse than foam?
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Foam cups, often portrayed as
an ecological villain, actually may
be more environmentally friendly
than paper cups, a Canadian researcher reported January 3 1 .

"University of Victoria researcher Martin Hocking, in a

difficult as making foam cups.
The main factor that is clearly in favor of the polyfoam cup is
that the paper cup consumes not
only wood resources, but also petroleum resources to the same extent as polystyrene foam," he
maintained. That factor alone is
sufficient to have me personally
choose a polyfoam cup."
Petroleum, usually fuel oil or
natural gas, is first used during the
papermaking process, and then is
used again if the paper cups have a
plastic or wax coating, Hocking
,

study that received no funding
from either polystyrene foam or
paper industries, found that the environmental impact of foam cups
appears to be less than that of paper cups.
explained.
Foam cup production also reCentral College in Iowa,
h
quires only about
as
Brown University and California
much of other types of chemicals,
State University in Sacramento,
among others, have stopped using like chlorine and sulfur, as paper
foam cups in recent years because cups, according to Hocking's
study, published in the journal
of environmental fears.
'
no
is
there's
science. Hocking also found that
problem
The
means to recycle Styrofoara," said bleached paper cups pollute the air
Jason Roder. head of food services more than foam cups do.
Foam Cups fell into! environ-"- ,
at Central .'.College."' There's ikh
collecting
it."
body out there
mental disrepute about 15 "years
Hocking also contends making ago, after scientists linked the
paper cups is as environmentally
chlorofluorocarbons. or CFCs.
one-sixt-

used in their production to depletion of the protective ozone layer
in Earth's upper atmosphere.
CFCs are no longer used to
make foam cups. Pentane is now
used in their place.
As for the threat of global
warming. Hocking said pcntane's
greenhouse
impact as a
less than the
. gas is probably
methane and carbon dioxide gases
produced by paper cups decomposing in landfills.
Technology exists to recycle
foam cups into other materials,
said Hocking, but a better system
of collecting such material "is required to make this option a more
significant reality."
Many paper cups, especially
the more sturdy varieties, cannot
be recycled.
Foam cups decompose very
little when buried in landfills,
Hocking conceded. However, he
noted that there is increasing evidence that paper also does not degrade well in landfills, especially
in dry regions.
so-call- ed

More False Rape Allegations
An unnamed Ohio Wesleyan University student admitted Feb. IS
that she had lied when she reported that she had been raped near campus last fall, local police Detective Mark Drum said.
The woman, who had made other false crime reports, admitted she
had lied after police confronted her with their suspicions that the assault, which was the second of three rape reports, had been falsified.
The student will now face campus disciplinary procedures to determine if she committed "a serious breach of our student code of conduct," spokesman Todd Wilson said.

Drive to Publish Campus Crime Reports
Hoping to pressure University of Pittsburgh administrators into letting them see reports of crimes committed in and around the urban
campus, editors of the Pitt News asked students to sign a petition.
Police had given the paper crime reports until Feb. 6, when campus
lawyer Richard Holmes stopped the practice, saying it compromised
investigations and threatened to invade the privacy of people
mentioned in the report
Pitt News editor Scott Ross said the paper will take legal action to
force the university to publish full crime reports if necessary.
on-goi- ng

Tuition Rise in California
In what was perhaps the biggest single tuition increase imposed on
any students anywhere, the University of California's Board of Regents
"registration fees" by 40 percent.
voted Feb. 15 to raise
"We are disappointed," said Susan Polan, spokeswoman for a statewide student lobbying group that had asked the Regents to hold to
their previous promise to keep tuition hikes to a maximum 10 percent
a year.
'
In a press release, the Regents said they felt they had no choice amid
UC system.
drastic cuts in state funding of the
in-sta-

te

.

nine-camp- us

Compiled from College Press Services.

opposition lacking support

Anti-w- ar
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

"From what I can tell, people are

getting very, very apathetic,"
agreed Chris Gilbcrtson, a senior
th
As the war reached the
at the California State Polytechnic
stu16,
University, Pomona.
the
on
Feb.
mark
anti-wA Cal Poly symposium featurmovement seemed to
dent
be slowing down, various organiz- ing speakers about the war on Jan.
29 drew only 100 people.
ers said.
Even at the University of Cali"I think we're seeing students
fornia at Santa Barbara, where
challenged by the Bush administration's successes in creating a front news of war's outbreak on Jan. 16
of support for the war," admitted spontaneously sent students into
the streets and prompted 500 stuCarl LeVan, a leader of the Nadents to occupy the administration
tional Student and Youth Campaign for Peace in the Middle East building, criticism of the war
Le Van. whose Washington, seems to have subsided.
D.C.-base- d
The number of students particigroup helped draw
g
and telein a
the
pating
to
protesters
about 75,000
g
by
sponsored
campaign
phone
been
Capitol Jan. 26, said it's
anti-wexfor
activists,
from
UCSB
harder to wrest people
their studies to demonstrate their ample, has been dwindling since
the first days of the war, organizers
opposition to U.S. policy.
"I think it's the calm before the report.
a pro"Everyone went to the marches,
storm," said Sharif
Uniwent to rallies, they chanted,
they
Georgetown
test organizer at
versity, in explaining why protests they missed their classes, but it's
not going to end the war," Student
there have died down.
Special to the Voice

one-mon-

-

ar

letter-writin-

get-lin-

ar

.

Al-Sai- fi,

Coalition member Valeria Sharpe told the Daily Nexus
UCSB's student newspaper, in explaining why fewer students have
efforts.
been attending anti-wActive groups of people gathered
rallies and
at a round of anti-wteach-in- s
the weekend of Feb.
Anti-W-

ar

(the student movement)

Most agree the level of protest
will depend on the events of the
war.
"As long as nobody's going to
draft anybody, nothing is really is

has

slowed down on this campus."
Members of the National Student and Youth Campaign arc encouraged by the support they have
received for the International Day
of Student and Youth Mobilization Against the War planned for
Feb 21. Organizers wanted stuApproximately 8,000 people dents around the world to stage
marched in New York City and "rallies, walkouts, student strikes,
protests were reported in 85 other - mass demonstrations, sit-inteach-ins- "
and other anti-wcities, said Joyce Johnson, a proevents.
test organizer.
Colleges in 28 states and five
stuthings
on
There are a lot of
have said they will parcountries
dents' minds" besides the war,
ticipate.
Afpointed out Harold Scheub, an
The momentum is still there,"
rican language and literature proWisconreported Leslie Watson, a
fessor at the University of
sin-Madison
at Southern University
who has followed
in Louisiana.
student protests since the Vietnam
However,, attendance at weekly
War.
demonstrations at Southern fluctu"As I recall, the protests came
and went during the Vietnam ated, Watson admitted.
The response for Feb. 21 demWar," Scheub added, noting that a
n
teach-iat Wisconsin had onstrates the movement really
recent
didn't die down," Le Van said.
been well attended, "I'm not sure
ar

happening," said Cal Poly's

Gil-bertso-

n.

ar

There's a large student popula-

15-1- 7.

tion that feels uncomfortable with

the war and would certainly oppose any sort of mandatory conscription," Le Van agreed.
The start of a ground war with
heavy American casualties also
would bring out more protesters,
Le Van speculated.
Finally, many students are still
trying to decide whether they are
for or against the war, Scheub

s,

ar

student-organize-

r

said.

.

"Students are really trying, to
stake out a position, and that's

.

very healthy," Scheub said.
"People need to find their niche
and how they feel about the war,"
Southern's Watson added.
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SGA's $5,000: What are they
going to do with it?
What would you do with
AMY HOLLANDER
$5000? Well there is one restricVoice Editor
tion, it must be spent by a rec
ognized campus organization. At the SGA campaign speeches in the
Pit on Monday, you many want to ask the candidates those very questions. The Suident Government Association currently holds a surplus
of approximately $5000 (which is separate from the expenses of
SGA).
According to SGA President Jennifer Belmont, the money has accu
mulated over many years from the profits made from large and small
storage and SGA bus service to Cleveland airport for breaks. She said
that it has been used in the past to purchase equipment such as com
puters for the office and to promote leadership. This year all members
of the SGA were required to go on an
retreat that cost apyou
your
personnally
name
proximately $500. Can
representative to
the General Assembly? Can you name the members of the SGA Cab
off-camp- us

inet?

There is a view on campus that SGA does nothing for students.
Well if you accept that view then they are a group that does nothing

and holds $5000 of money made off of students. With tuition on the
rise are you willing to ignore this sum of money?

Does peace movement really promote
peace and understanding at wooster?
Earlier this week, 1 volunteered
to do an article on the peace
Voice Assistant Editor
movement at Wooster. Cool, I thought. I was curious to find out what was going on with
the people who were arrested and wanted to find out what the 'peace
people' were up to next.
I also wanted to give the peace movement some good press. In the
back of my mind. I had a question that I wanted answered. "Even
though I am against the current war in the Gulf, I don't feel a part of
the peace movement," "Even though I am against the war, I think, too
many of those people protest for the simple sake of protesting," andj"I
hate those cause of the week type people," were some of the comments that I had heard about the peace movement here at Wooster. Admittedly, I had ocassionally felt the same way.
I figured that the
meetings of the Wooster peace group
would be the best place to start on my article. At the beginning of the
meeting, I introduced myself and explained that I was doing an article
on the peace movement for the Voice.
One member of the group told mc that this was not the place for mc.
that most of the members of the group were friends and that she didn't
think that this was a good place for mc to get information for my article. In short, she made mc feci incredibly out of place and excluded. No
one else made these sorts of comments but no one disagreed with this
member cither.
,
After the meeting, I heard several comments that I found really dis
turbing. People were talking about some of the activities that they had
planned and what would be the best way to advertise a particular speaker. The typical questions arose were like how can we reach the greatest
number of people on campus. Someone commented that only the peo
ple that are usually interested in this sort of thing will come anyway.
And someone else said, "Well, I'm begining to realize that isn't such a
bad thing, that only the people that we want there come to the
event.
If I had ever considered joining this group, I wouldn't. Supposedly,
this is a campus wide group. The ad that the group puts in the Pot
says "all welcome." However, I certainly didn't feel welcome. I felt excluded. It seems to mc that a group that claims to promote peace and
understanding needs to take a closer look at themselves.
bi-wcc-

Eliminate ugly practice of racism
"Racism" is an ugly word. Even
uglier is its practice. White supremacist and hate groups are
some major culprits and perpetrators of these ugly acts mistaking
them for right and good acts.
Woo, that ugliness has touched
our beautiful campus. A couple of
weeks ago as I was browsing in
the Florence O. Wilson bookstore,
I happened upon an item that
was obviously not oa Flo's in- ventory list It was sticker; bright
orange- - and attention grabbing,
(though I am sure it was' not intended to grab mine). It reads as
follows:

culturalracial betterment; not plotting the destruction and downfall
of the White race.
It is this type of mentality that
spawns the ideas and subsequent
actions of racism.
Please don't get me wrong, this
is not a letter of accusation or callousness, it is simply a warning; a
sound call to an people: European-American-s,
African-America--

Asian-Americ-

White Supremacy has
racism
Tainting of history
Hatred

Erroneous ideologies
Poverty
Elongation of discrimination
Oppression
Plunder
Lynchings
Eradication of people deemed as

n.

or otherwise; to

an

undesirables.

be watchful for the: subversive,
cunning craftiness of our enemy - ...
:
"Racism." t
Racism is an enemy to all equality-loving
people. It spits in the
--

--

--

.

Earth's Most Endangered Species:

THE WHITE RACE
-

--

Help presfjye

XyA'sk'ix.. '

National Alliaivoesrrfotv

i'-.-

m

''

"Wfiite-endanger-

-

By no Means isahe White race an
endangered species

.

c rL'ivratfismctDfpexzDcatft. Society
-

today.

face of all efforts for racial harmo
ny, and laughs out loud at our at- Concerned citizen and Woman of
tempt for equality and justice.
color,
Wooster, let us not give in to its
fallacious claims of .beamy nd.i KITAMU BARNFIELD ;.;- ngmeousness. we must oana iov '.xviAmcruaauj
1 i.'C
.i? i f fit.
gcther in defense against onr'coia
riion enemy and not let it destroy
'
'
us
.

--

"

.

(inwpM
Okb

Mp9
Acrioth

..

Use the heart and mind as one.
Stand by someone of another race.
Do you really feel Threatened? And
if so. Why?
The Chains have been broken.
But our Hearts and minds still need
to heal from the psychological
upheaval of history past
A history past cannot be changed.

kly

...

--

So don't Go on as an end result;
BEgin a new chapter in this
story we call life. . .

This is a copy of the sticker found by the author.
Petty ugly, uh? This advertise- - '
merit bespeaks the demented mind
set of the misled individual who
left it to be seen, and the organ iza- - '
lion that advocates this idea. Such :
an assertion of
mem" puts Whites on the defen- sivc against people who are coth
cemed with promoting their own

-

BQpthit'istrason)icillow,.

h
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Musings on IS from a raving lunatic
This column is reprinted from
last year's Voice. have spent
some time thinking about how
best to approach the topic of
Sen-iorl-

Letters

Students deserve Kenarden
penthouse for tuition increase

Inside Out
&

'c4X
v,

Upside Down

Editor's Note: The following is a
letter written to President Cope-lan-

d.

actually immersed in the process.
William Van Cleave
I
This column is dedicated to the
Class of 1991, their IS. s, and my advisor, Carolyn Durham.
we wonder about it; as sophomores we fear iL I remember as a junior do
The infamous I.S. As
ing two junior VS. s, wisely thinking that Senior I.S. was no big dea- l- just a big Junior I.S.
Yeah, right a big junior I.S... give or take a few volumes, a lot of tension headaches, and the ever- looming "HONORS."
Ultimately, of course, only quality is important, and grades do not matter. (Uh huh, and I wear combat
boots to church. What a joke!) What are the two questions people ask you about your I.S.? "What did you
get on it?" and "How long is it?" And in this day and age, "What font is it in?" a foot note: 20 pages in
Courier (my chapter 1) is about 13 in Times On case your paper is too long), and almost 30 in Geneva (in
case it's too short). These questions stem from the. fact that nobody really wants to read your I.S. (unless
they're friends, in which case they're probably just being nice anyway), and therefore, the sole characteristic
with which they can judge your I.S. is its length and the grade your professor, giyes you
Of course', this doe opi reflect the difficulty; of your orals, or the difficulty of your I.S. professor; or the
fact that the library had only, one book nd two journals on your topic., and the library loan, computer, blew up
two days before your I.S. was due and lost the 20 books you needed and- you have a $200 overdue interlibrary
loan bill anyway; or that someone's been borrowing books from your I.S. carol, but you can't report it be
cause you didnS check them out in the first place; and your I.S. advisor's only in town half the time, and
doesn't like to be called at home or at the office, unless it happens to be the last Tuesday of the month; and
the printer in the computer center is backed up for 32 months, and somebody spilled Coke on your disk anyway and you weren't even sure it would open up, and NO you don't have a back up, and you don't want to
hear about how you should have had one; and your heart says you should spend your break in Barbados or the
Cayman Islands, but your mind has a command override button which says REVISIONS, REVISIONS, RE
VISIONS, or, if you're really in bad shape, CONCLUSION, CONCLUSION, cunlxumun, ana tne oot-toline is you don't really like, ypur advisor anymore, and yoir never liked your department in the first place,
and what'doeysomeone do with a majorin urban biosociologanyway
AND Frankly you don't give a damn if you're best friend has already written 53 pages (in Times, Couri
er, or Geneva), unless she's willing to give you 20, and your I.S. advisor smokes, but you can't quite get up
the nerve to tell him that he's giving you black lung and you frankly don't appreciate it; and worse man mat,
when you liked your advisor, you decided you wanted him for least one other course while you were taking
I.S. and that wasn't such a good idea, because now he has the chance to give you shit in two classes instead .
of just one, and WHY DID you want to pick a challenging I.S. advisor anyway, and if he says "revise" one
more time, then you just might cut his tongue out, wnicn wouia maice tne questions in your orai a wirjic iw
less difficult to answer, and you're way behind schedule with the writing, or the lab results just came in from
some experiment that just doesn't interest you anymore anyway, and you keep adjusting your hypothesis to
fit vour results, so it makes you look more intelligent than you really are... et cetera et cetera.
caroi oenina yours;.
Take a deeo breath. Lean back in your chair (but not too tar, or you li bump tne
summer research,
d
involve
won't
that
I.S.,
it
and
Percentages say that youll probably finish your
life...
and even if you
your
of
rest
and that even if it does, you won't be destined to be a street bum for the
studies?
women's
in
major
with
a
are, at least youll be an informed one. After all, have you ever met a bum
Well, then, at worst IH be the first
first-yea- rs
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Inflation, recession, war in the
gulf, hard times on the horizon
I'm sorry Henry, could you speak
up please? Oh, you said that since
my I.S. is so expensive, my tuition will increase over $1000 next
year. I'm intrigued. Does this
mean that my I.S. will be worth
$1000 more than that of a senior
graduation this year?

No? Well, does it mean that my
salary will be compensated that
much moire when I join the work
force in the real world? No? Well,
I guess it means that: since fewer
first --year students will be admitted
next year, due to the lack of hous

ing space caused by the renovations of Kenarden, I will be helping to pay for much more than my
share of these renovations.
If this is the case, I wish to
make a proposal. If the increased
student loans put a strain on my
income, I'd like to be able to live
in the newly refurbished Kenarden
Lodge, at no cost, of course, until
I can pay off my part of the renovations bill. Please get back to me

about this proposal as soon as
possible, as I would like to put
my name at the top of the list for
one of the penthouse suites in the
fifth tower.
KEVIN ANDERSON
Wooster Student

Peace movement supports troops
I felt a need to respond to Randal Horobik's column as he raised
an issue which is very sensitive to
many of us in the peace move-

ment. The issue that Randal raised
was support for the U.S. troops in
the Middle East Randal warned us
to direct our anger (about the war)
to "the proper place"- - not at the
troops.
I know Randal and I am sure that

he was not making the sweeping
stereotype that I have heard from
people which is "if
many pro-wyou're against the war, you're
against the troops." In fact, the
people that I know who are protesting the war are doing so, at
least in part, because they support
the troops with immense sincerity.
There is an active peace movement on this campus. One of the
reasons that many of the people in
this movement came together was
out of a concern for the troops. Although we are all opposed to this
war, we realize that the responsibility for this war does not lie with
U.S. soldiers. In fact, it is a concern for these soldiers which gives
a sense of urgency to our cause.
Many of us have loved ones currently stationed in the Middle East
My father was stationed in Dhah- ar

ran, Saudi Arabia for six weeks before an injury to his knee brought
him home. Others in this group

have fathers, cousins and friends
who are faced with the possibility
of having to put their lives on the
line for a war which is not for the
benefit of humanity, but rather,
only benefits politicians, oil companies, arms manufacturers and
coroners. We are deeply concerned
g
of
with the safety and
these people and we realize that
their safety is threatened as long as
this war continues.
Although some of us have personal connections to the war, we
are all motivated by a love for humanity. If we have a hatred, it is a
hatred of the needless waste of huwell-bein-

man lives. This includes American
lives, Arab lives and Israeli lives.
It is because of our desire for the
protection of human life that we
feel that this war must stop now!
We invite people to join us in
our work for peace. We are currently meeting Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Wooster Volunteer

Network office at 10:00 p.m.
Please join us. Lives are at slake!
LANE TOENSMEIER
Wooster Student

Financial Aid Info
Now is the time to reapply for financial aid
for the 1991-9- 2 academic year. If you have
your reapplication packet or wish to
for the first time, stop in the Financial Aid
to pick up application materials.

for the
not
apply
re-ciev-

Office

ed

Commentary

Gulf War has Bush eating
JIM CITRON
Voice GuCTt Commentator

"another Hitler." But how could
we have best kept such an evil
man
(US. Government-sponsorechemical
whom from using his
weapons and other tools of destruction: by negotiating for lasting
peace in the Middle East? Or by
declaring war on him?
We're told we must fight this
war. Economic sanctions were not
enough to counter the civil rights
violations committed in Kuwait.
But why were sanctions enough to
counter the civil rights violations
in South Africa?
We're told Hussein is evil. He
must be stopped. After all, the
United Nations Security Council
not just the United Slates
has resolved that be should give up
Kuwait. "Might does not make
right," we're lold. But where were
we when the U.N. resolved that Israel should give up its occupied
territories? And if might does not
make right, how can we justify
our actions in Grenada in 1983?
Or Panama just last fall?' Not to
mention Nicaragua, the Philippines, or Chile.
Tonight, Mr. Bush told us to
"pray for all the allied forces, especially our servicemen and women
d)

Editor's Note: Citron b the Director of International Student Affaire
at the College.
I lie in bed unable to sleep. It's
3:00 ajn. My mind is full of
questions I cannot answer.
In his preelection debate, our
President told us emphatically.
-Read my lips. No new taxes."
How did he change from "Read my
lips" to "Eat my words" in two
short years with such little public
outcry?

His inauguration speech called
for a "kinder, gentler nation."
Docs a kinder, gender nation make
one thousand sorties a day to drop
bombs on Baghdad? Or maybe
those are the "thousand points of
light" he was talking about. I
never did understand what he meant
by that.
He told us he would be the
"Education President." But with
$2 billion a day being spent on a
ground war, our bombs seem lo"be
getting smarter than our students.
At least they can find Baghdad.
We're told we must protect the
world from Hussein, for he's

campaign promises

who are putting their lives on the
line." I will. For I want, with
all my heart, for them to live. But
why should I not pray equally hard
for the Iraqi servicemen and womIraqi
en? Should an
soldier die before an
U.S. soldier does? Did he have
any more choice about fighting
this war than our soldier did? And
what about the hundreds of civilians killed in the bombing of the
18-year--

old

.

throughout its history?
Before the war even began on
January 17, the amount of money
spent on the crisis was equivalent
to $16,000 per US. citizen. How
can we justify spending in one day
of war efforts six times the annual
federal contribution to combat
homelessness?
And why. if Iraq announced its
willingness to abide by a Soviet
peace plan that adhered to all of
the principles set forth in the U.N.
resolutions, did we refuse to accept
its offer? If. we stated so consis-- ..
tently that ouronly goal was. to
enforce the resolutions, why are
we now not content to do anything less than destroy Hussein at

Baghdad? Or maybe those
ore thousand points of fight,
he was talking about."
bunker in Baghdad last week? Can
I not pray for them? We're told
they were not in a bomb shelter,
as the Iraqis claim, but in a front
for an underground military installation.
alAnd even if this were true
though our own reporters could
find no such evidence when tourdocs thai justify -ing the rubble
wasting the lives of those people,
mainly mothers and children? I
thought we were a "peace-lovin- g

And tonight our Secretary of Defense told us of a news blackout
an end to regular military briefin order to pro tea the seings
curity of our troops. Why do I
fear that it is also to control public opinion about the war by preventing us from hearing of the
massive death, suffering, and destruction that will inevitably result?
Our nation purports to value
honesty, freedom of information
and equality for all. And we say
nation." I
we're a "peace-lovin- g
know I could go to sleep tonight
if I could just accept the fact that
our government's policies have as
their goals none of these values,
but rather to systematically gain
control of the world's limited resources in order to maintain the
quality of life of the white male
ruling class in our country, at the
sacrifice of anyone or anything,
that gets in its way. For that
Kdwoul 4mwer .very single
question I've raised above and put
to rest all of my confusion.
So why do I still lie awake and
i

tently neglected their needs

a kinder, gentler
nation make one thousand
sorties a day to drop on
"Does

.

lives?

ns

old

18-year--

the sacrifice of so many human

nation."
And why should African-Americawho represent 12 of
our population represent 32 of
our front line? Why should the
people who will suffer most from
a decision to spend such disproportionate amounts on this war as
compared to social service programs, education, drug rehabilitation programs and AIDS research
be the most likely to die defending a nation that has so consis-

.

.

wonder why?

War can foe justified with cold realism
ALEXANDER CO YLE
Voice Cxxett Writer

Many of the arguments for and
against the prosecution of Operation Desert Storm have bordered
on sensationalism and kneejerk
emotional reactions. However,
one need not fall back to these
poor reasons to justify the liberation of Kuwait and the obstruction
of Saddam Hussein's military machine. The objectives of the Coalition can be proven and legitimized with cold realism.
One frequently hears incantations such as "No blood for oil"
'
bandered about. Yes, that is one
of the reasons for the Coalition's
efforts. And it is a legitimate reason to force Iraq out of Kuwait-Oi- l
is the lifeblood of any modern, industrialized economy.
Thus, the substantial reserves under the soil of Iraq and Kuwait

should not be allowed to remain in
the hands of as hostile and expansionist dictator. One of the reasons the U.S. went to war with
Germany in 1917 was the disrup-warlion that unrestricted
fare caused to American shipping.
When vital economic interests of
nations are threatened war is a legitimate option. Hussein should
not be allowed to strangle nations
by depriving them of the means to
fuel their economies, whether they
be Third World nations or the industrial, commercial nations of the
West and Pacific Rim.
We should prosecute this war
against Iraq in order to restore the
balance of power in the region.
Iraq certainly has the right to
maintain a sizable military establishment, but she has little reason
to have the fourth largest military
replete with chemical, biological,
and soon nuclear weapons when
U-Bo- at

against Iraq has been justified by
Saddam Hussein's reprehensible
behavior. He had provided the
Coalition's leaders with a villain
beyond their wildest dreams and
practically every reason in the
book for disposing of him. He
has broken every rule of war, assaulted the environment, trampled
a sovereign state and proceeded to
rape, pillage and dismantle iL He
has also, without provocation, deliberately attacked the civilians of
a neutral nation that is not part of
the coalition, Israel. Hussein has
attempted to sweep every last vestige of Kuwait from the face of the
earth. His invasion of Kuwait was
nothing more than a bank robbery
on a grand scale, except that he
kept the bank.
These extraordinary transgressions from the norms of international behavior are reason enough
the war to drive him out if Kuwait. How

none of her immediate neighbors
have forces of comparable size.
Ballistic missiles are weapons of
terror and are of no military use.
Thus there is no military justification for Iraq's possession of Scuds
or of rnechanized forces far beyond
the size needed to defend Iraq.
This is especially true when they
are controlled by a blatantly aggressive and unscrupulous leader.
This is why the destruction of
the Iraqi ground forces as a military force is necessary. There
should be no question in any Iraqi's mind as to how decisively
their nation's aggression has been
punished and that Saddam Hussein
has led them down this long road
of waste, pain, defeat, and atrocities. The Allied forces must
achieve an irreversible battlefield
victory to ensure that Iraq will not
pose a threat in the region.

Most importantly,

.

ever, if remains in power he will
simply try again and on grander
scale. His arsenal will be better
stocked and his ambitions greater.
He will also provide another example to other dictators around the
Expansionist dictators
world.
as a signal to othcrushed
must be
er odious, militaristic dictators in
this world. He has given the Coalition every reason to attack him.
By destroying Saddam Hussein's
regime, the Coalition will restore
the balance of power in the Middle
East, ensure the flow of oil, and
remove a leader who shows little .
regard for civilized behavior, the
rules of war, and basic human decency. Most importantly the world
will be rid of a regime that shows
little regard for human life and has
shown no hesitation to attack civilians and has no problems using

terrorism, terror weapons and
weapons of mass destruction.
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How much Is too much?
Last week- .- go to the mail
box, get Hygcia junk ("don't get
sick now, Hygeia's full, we can't
handle it..."). Mastercard junk

Commentary

A

Terrorism at home

Different
View

("For a low rate of just

HANSJOHNSON

2.395,637.586 percent interest a
day, you can charge till you
drop!"). Cbpeland junk ("Next
Drew Nicholson
year's tuition will be a comprehensive rate of S 17.650 a
... .
. .
.
. . crifrMTCCMTUnilSANn SIY HI N.
ul ocycihi
year ), junk from home
waii A mhnu i cim now mwiu
DRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS A YEAR!?!?!?!?!?! Who do they think we arc, uonara i rumps raiiuwmdren, or are we all multimillionaires?
The Webster New Riverside Dictionary defines price as "1. The sum of money expected or given for the
the
sale of something. 2. The cost at which something is obtained, 3. The cost of bribing someone." Take g
definition which you want for what the college administration is oomg to us, oui au i iuw uu
to get on my nerves.
Yes, folks, it's "How high can we raise the cost of a college education THIS year without pissing off the
nation, the
students to the point of withdrawing?" time again. In the meeting rooms of trustees around the
worth?
education
an
is
much
how
So
landlords of higher education are exploiting the realm pf higher prices.
four
for
$9,000
to
In the early sixties, when my father went to college, anywhere from $150 a semester
thirapproximately
s,
a year at The College of Wooster cost
years. When this year's seniors were
sixteen thousand dollars a year.- - And they recently raised
was
about
tuition
teen thousand dollars. Lastyear
'
;: ' it almost ten percent;"
Did you know that Woostef (along with many other' area colleges) iff under federal investigation for price
sure
fixing? Price fixing is when all the businesses in an area that sell the same thing get together and make
students)
suffer.
(we
consumer
the
thus
bargains:
no
are
that no one is undercutting anyone else. Thus, there
forced to lowWhat will happen to Wooster as a result of this investigation? Not much. Wooster wont be
conservative
being
doesn't,
it
(which
er its prices. And the Federal Government, even if it wanted to help out
'
on.
going
Republican) cant afford to right now; what with a failing economy and a war
AnftA a
$20,000
over
goes,
costs
Wooster isnt the worst offender, either. Wcllesley. where a friend of mine
AnH
I wrrncc Collere was $21,000 four years ago. I shudder to think of want it costs now
over $25,000 a year. More than $ 1 00,000 for four years of school is just too much.
v
oi trving Keeps gumy auu-i- .
Now 'as acWS'sOn.'f HmtleWaHd tnat
--iia&toKCT.fw:i mtiPmt iMJsmMSM. YWhW? m& T m?i know nSavsiaismd-ctmwnmagraduate
colleges cost IessrHhaes becauie they cram 500 students' into classes that are taught by TA's and
.
.
mu
uuu
ww
..w
students. I know that I would never survive academically in a suuauon
'
people who couldn't either. Something has to be done.
vinn' a year
more than $500,000
So what is the soluUon? Well, a tax hike of 5 percent on people who make
Put this
rates.
in corporate
would provide lots of money $25,000 each person a year. Add to that a boost
and
colleges
tuition
money in a fund to send needy people to college, or divide it up between all the private
or
thirteen
pay
to
have
only
nice
to
it
be
Wouldn't
could be lowered at least a couple of thousand dollars.
could fix prices low
fourteen thousand dollars a year instead of seventeen? Colleges with big endowments
not make it easier for
does
This
Rumor has itthat HarVardwnTaltf haVe fixed at approximately $12,000.
more selective:
Emissions-omuch
that
Yale and Harvard be
studentsw get in,1iowever, iCjust lets me
but yours are
acceptable
A's are
Your perfect SAT scores are acceptable and yours arent. Your straight
a price war. defined as A
not." Or maybe colleges could do what gas stations do every once in a while
period in which competitors repeatedly undercut each other's prices."
gallon. No one who goes uhere
Everyone can remember the last gas price war. Gas got down to 65 cents a
can remember Wooster costing as little as $600 a year. But wouldn't it be nice..

Voice Viewpoints Editor

Two weeks ago, bombs blew up
in a hospital Bygoodfortune.no
one was killed. Yet the facility
was crippled and thousands of dollars in damages have been assessed. Services to the patients
have become scarcer and more expensive. Staff will continue to
work with the horrors of further attacks hanging over their heads.
Patients seeking services will

i

ui-in-

handle similar dread and jeopardized
care.

first-year-

f

1

'

-

ch

--

one-co- st

-

You may expect that this is
more news from the war front In
a way. it is. What happened recently in Columbus represents another assault on women's health
care and the rights of all people to
be informed about sexuality. This
bombing, which partly destroyed
the Planned Parenthood clinic, is
among dozens that have gutted and
leveled reproductive health care
clinics around the country over the
last decade. If you have not heard
about these attacks, you have the
--

remain silent on better contraception, even though over half of the
abortions they call immoral are
caused by contraceptive failures.
a contraThey have kept
ceptive pill popular in France,
from U. S. women. Although the
pill would make safe, effective,
and cheaper contraception a choice
presin this country,
sure on NIH shut down research
there as it has at pharmaceutical
companies for years. Norplant,
which also promises safer and easier contraception, to them is a dirty
KU-48- 0,

anti-choi-

ce

word.

Make no mistake: it is women
who pay for this ignorance and
hostility. It is women for whom
botched abortions were a leading
cause of death before legalization
in 1973. It is women who must
drive across the county or across
state lines for abortions and. health
troled legislacare when male-co-n
tures in states like Pennsylvania
barriers.
and Utah erect
It is women who face harassment by Operation Rescue fanatics
as they besiege reproductive health
ill-advi-

sed

y

People against choice
frequently remain
silent on better

-

f

-

The Wooster Women's Athletic Association

invites everyone to attend the Slide Showv
this Sunday (March 3, 1991) at the Underground. ...
The event will begin at 7 pm. and recognize the
CO.W. female athletes from the fall season.
Free popcorn and, soda will be provided by the W.A.A.
.

.

;

Department and
The BlackrStudent Associa- -

tionat

.

College of Wooster
piesents

sab

.

Friday. March 1
..
The Underground. $ .75 (no Happy Hour
BAND: SATTA, 10pm-2am- k
' v.
or Video).
'
!Snnmtav.March2
"
$1.00.
....
FILM: Dick Tracy, Mateer, 7:30 AlOpm,
BAND: Mad Dog 3030, The Underground, llpm-laMay. March 3
CLASSIC FILM: The Sirckrrj. Mateer, 7:30pm.
March 6
;.
Wffforrf
m
cpni
Underground,
The
BUI
W.
My
is
Name
VIDEO:
with Natural High Week).
.

m.

--

The Theater Department of
Case Western Reserve University in coorperation with
The Theatre & Black Studies

KmU
01
by Athol Fugard

ffo

Direccted by Catherine

Al- -

bers
, ONE PERFORMANCE
ONLY
March 3 7.O0pm
SHOOLROY THEATRE
For information call Freed-JandBox Office at 2241

contraception.

?,

media to congratulate for neglecting coverage altogether or sticking
brief stories on page Al 1.
This bombing must be seen as
part of an alarming trend that has
targeted women's health care and
hurt women's access to safe and legal abortions. Clearly,
legislators, picketers and arsonists
have no interest in protecting
women's personal decisions. Instead, they seek bars on abortion,
condom, distribution, safe sex material, rape and domestic violence .
shelters, and .AIDS research and
treatment funding. The latest instate attempt, which you can help
stop, is on the verge of passage in
,.
Columbus.
consent"
"informed
The
reprogag
bill would essentially
ductive health care professionals,
from discussing abortion as an option and mandate the distribution
of portraits of bloody fetuses to
the health care agencies.
People against choice frequently
,

anti-choi-

.

so-call- ed

-

er

ce

care clinics and are legally re
strained by laws originally set up
to keep the Klan at bay. It is
women who confront the wreckage
of clinics when bombs have ruined
them. It is women, too, who rebuild them.
While the war churns on, it is
interesting to see the very important events which much of the media has abandoned for the sake of
military coverage. As with Baltic
independence, the camera has not
shifted to show people's continuing struggles for rights. Neither
does the evening news expose the
measures of repression that are taking on horrid proportions all
around us.

It requires some probing to reveal the vastness of the domestic
terrorism against women in this
country. It takes human voices
and human action to stop the
bombing and to protect women's
decisions now.

J

Summary of Judicial Board Cases Semester
Dean's staff hearings (as assigned)
are Barbara Bell, Nan Nichols, Kevin Snape and David Wilkin. The
administrative members for this
bility or Academic Integrity to the
year include Chip Booth, Lisa
attention of the Judicial Board
Coleman, Chris Drake and Kathy
Chair.
SaboL Gregory Hoskins serves as
alleged
is
to
Any individual who
Chair of the Board.
Composition of the
have violated either of the Codes
Hearings formerly titled "Panel
Hearing Boards
is notified in writing by the Chair
of the charges) being brought The Judicial Board is composed of of the . Deans" are now titled
students, faculty and staff. The Dean's Staff Hearings and may inagainst himher.
In accordance with the Code, a student members of the Judicial clude faculty who serve on the Judicial Board. Hearing board memBoard for Semester I of 1990-9- 1
hearing must then be held to deterFalbers for the Dean's staff cases are
were Sherie Clayborne. Peter
mine innocence or guilt. An
ChargesHearings
Any member of the campus vidual has the option of having cone, Carrie Jenkins. Mohlabani selected on a case by case basis.
The judicial system hears cases
community may bring charges hisher case heard by the Judicial Kgosana, Joanne McAnlis, Dan
Ali-sregarding alleged infractions of the
against a student member of the Board or by a panel of Dean of Manyindo, Lynn McMaster,
Rose,
Jamie
Kathy
Code of Social Responsibilty and
members.
Miller.
community by contacting the Student's Staff
FaThe
Cross.
Marya
the Code of Academic Integrity,
not
to
and
Harrell
A student who chooses
Chairperson of the Judicial Board
Juthe
The Scots Key. Students who are
serving
on
or through a member of the Dean contest the charges may plead culty members
1990-9on
1
and
interested is serving on the Judi
guilty and have the Dean of Stu dicial Board for
of Student's staff.
A member of the Residence Hall
The following is a brief explana
tion of The College of Wooster
Judicial system, and a summary of
the cases adjudicated during the
second semester of the 1989-9- 0 academic year. The Judicial Board
submits this report to Campus
Council for publication in the
Voice to provide the campus com
munity with information regarding
the College Judicial system and
the ways in which unacceptable
behaviors are addressed.

Staff cr the Dean's Staff may
bring a case of suspected violation
of the Codes of Social Responsi-

dents assign an appropriate sane- tion if she is willing to relinquish
the right to a formal hearing.
The Dean of Students, however,
reserves the right to turn a case
back to the Panel of Deans or the
judicial Board for adjudication.

cial Board may apply through the
Student Government Association.
Students who serve on the Judi- . cial Board not only hear cases,
they serve as Hearing Counselors
for the accused or accuser. ,
Hearing Counselors assist the
accused or accuser as appointed by
the Chairperson. Hearing Counselors assist the accused or accuser
throughout the adjudication of their
.

case.

ha

1)

October 31, 1990

2) November 5, 1990

Faculty members on the Board
are' appointed by the Committee
on Committees and staff members
are appointed by the President of
the College. The Dean's Staff Panel representatives were appointed
basis from the
on a
Dean of Students Staff by the
Dean of Students.
case-by-ca- se

.

Section L Part B and Section DC,
Part A. Student was charged with
the use of physical force and harassing behavior based on another
persons race.

Judicial Board

The Board accepted the student's
plea of not guilty on both charges.

Section I, Part B; Section DC, Part
A; Section DC, Part C.b4 and Sec.
tion DC, Part Cf. Student was J
charged with the following: failure
to respect the rights and concerns
of others; behavior which under-minthe emotional integrity of
another member of the community
through use of harassment and
physical force; preventing a student from resisting through use of
force and participation in behavior
'
of a sexual nature which was
known to be offensive to the indi-- .'
vidual involved or which was reckless in that regard. The charges
stemmed from an alleged case of
sexual assult

Judicial Board

The board rejected the student's
plea of not guilty for all charges
and found him guilty.

J

j

ed

The student was suspended from
the campus for the remainder of
the weekends in Semester I of the
1990-- 1 academic year. The student's residency in his building
was revoked since he lived in the
same building as his accuser. The
student was required to meet with
a member if the College's administration staff for an educational
program on the topic of sexual
session was
to be followed by the submission
of a five page essay which addressed the student's reactions to
the information discussed in the
educational session. The student
filed an appeal based on the lack of
procedural rights to a fair hearing
and severity of the sanction. The
President of the College upheld
the process and the findings of the
ha-jassmentassul-

uTJus

.

Brgrd.
3) November 7, 1990

Section B; Section DC, Part A and
Section DC. Part C The student
was charged for alleged failure to
to have mutual respect for the feelings of others; for allegedly participating in behavior which undermines the emotional and ethical
intergrity of members in the community abd for alleged acts of intolerance based on gender differences. The charges resulted from alleged editing of articles which appeared in a publication.

.

Dean's Staff Hearing

The hearing board accepted the stu- -'
dent's plea of guilty on all charg- ' "
"
es.
....

'

:'

Suspended from campus for
eight weekends beginning Novem
ber 16 and required to participate
in 5 hours of community service
a week for the remainder of the semester at Every Woman's House;
Must meet with a member of the
C:
adrninistrative staff once per
community
his
month to discuss
service experience and his participation is a series of four programs
sponsored by a student organization of which he is a member.
The student appealed the number
of weekends of suspension and
was granted a reduction by the
President from eight to four week
3--

ends.
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CaseDate

Charges

Hearing Type

Outcome

Sanctionsappeal

4) December 7. 1990

Section I, Part B; Section DC, Part
A and Section IX, Part C2. Stn- dent was charged with alleged failure to respect the rights and con- cems of others; for behavior which
allegedly undermines the emotional intergrity of a member of the

Dean of Students

The student pled guilty to all

The student was required to move
to another building on campus
since he lived in the same building
as the student to whom he sent the
letter. The student was required to
seek regular counseling until he
graduates. He was placed on Recorded Disiplinary Probation for
the remainder the 1990-9- 1 academic year. The student was suspended
from campus for three weekends at
the begining of Semester II.

charges.

--

community including harassment,
intimidation and threats; and for
alleged assults of a psychological
nature such as torment and
and use of language
which was verbally abusive. The
charges resulted from a threateningverbally abusive letter which
the student sent to another student
intim-midatio-

5) December 10, 1990

n,

Section I, Part B; Section DC, Part
A and Section IX, Part B JS. The
student was charged with alleged
failure to respect the rights and
concerns of others based on race;
with allegedly undermining the

'

Placed on Recorded Disiplinary
The student's plea of no contest
effective immediately and
Probation
was rejected for Section I, Part B
graduation, for a maxthrough
his
and Section DC, Part B.6. and he
imum
of two semesters. Should
was found guilty. The student's
the student be enrolled in the Col
plea of no contest was accepted for
lege for subsequent semesters he is
Section DC, Part A.
not permitted to participate in intra-tramural sports. Required to read
Echo of the Lion and journal arti-ca- ls
and write a 10 to 15 page paper in which he is to examine the
manner in which historical instances led up to the use of the
particular racial slurepithet, and
the impact that use of such a
phrase might have upon a member
commu
of the
nity. An administrative hold was
placed on his transcripts and he
will not complete his graduation
requirements until the penalty is

Dean's Staff Hearing

emotional intergrity of a member
of the rorrununity,fadudirig ha-.- ,'
rassment; and with use of racial
slurs or epithets. The charges were
the result of the alleged shouting of
a racial epithetslur at a student on.
al
an opposing team dining an
game.
?

inter-mur-

.

African-Americ-

-

::

.jliujj ntiil LtuiOi

Into I

i

an

completed.
The student appealed the

sanc-

tion based on its severity. The
president of the College upheld the
finding of the Dean's Staff Panel .
6) December 20,1990

'

Section IV, PartB: The student

I

Dean

of Students

The student pled guilty to the
charge.

was charged with allegedly

violating the College's policy
on possession and use of marijua- - j
,
na as a result on an incident in
which he was allegedly smoking
marijuana in his residence hall
:
room. . .
;

The student, who was scheduled
to graduate in December of 1990,
was required to have an assessment

of his drugalcohol use by a certified drugalcohol xwnselor in
Wooster or in his home state. The
student was required to have a report
confirming the completion of the ;
assessmentforwarded to the Dean
of Students. The student was told
that an administrative hold would
be placed on his transcripts until
he completed this sanction.

Semester 1, 1990-9- 1
Summary of Cases Addressed by Residential Life Staff
tor of Residential Life.
urinating in public

The Code of Social Responsibility states that Residence Hall Directors and Residential Assistants
serve as the first level of adjudication for violations of the code.
The Dean's Staff is able to assume
responsibilty for addressing violations. The following is a summary of cases that were dealt with
by Residential Life Staff during
Semester L
Alcohol violations
There were 33 first offenses.

Twenty - six spoke with the staff
member who issued the violation
notification, and were referred to a
Chemical Awareness program for
consuming enough alcohol to become unconscious andor to require medical attention. One was
referred to meChcmical Awareness
program for the amount of alcohol consumed.
Out of the five second offenses,
few spoke with the Director of ;
Residential Lifeletter outlining

Chemical Awareness program.
The one third offense had a meeting with the Director of Residential Life.
One student spoke with a staff
member who issued tickets for a
noise and alcohol violation.
One student violated both alcohol and harassment rules and was
refferred to the Chemical Awareness Program. Another student
was referred to the Chemical
Awareness program for violating
.

both noise
area and alcohol regulations.
,
Noise
All three students who were issued noise tickets for a first offence spoke with the staff member
who issued the ticket
Out of the three people who re'

a second offense, two
spoke with die Director of Resiceived

dential life and were referred to the
Dean and Associate Dean of Students and one met with the Direc- -

v

Vandalism

Two students were required to
meet with the Director of residential life and to write a letter of
apology to the victim for having
vandalized name plates in a residence hall.

One student met with the Direcof Residential Life and had to
write a letter of apology, to the
victim for ignighting a name sign
on a room door.

tor
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gulf War
Ground war completed in five days
of the

DREW NICHOLSON
Voice CoTIfntfe Ngw? Editor

The Ground War began February
24.1991. It ended Ave days later.
February 28. 1991. General Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of
the Allied forces in the Golf War.

polled off the most successful
ground campaign in history by using a football play.
In a predawn attack on Sunday
(Iraqi time). Coalition forces struck
out at the heart of the Iraqi army.
Blasting a hole in the "Saddam
Line" of land mines, barbed wire
and sand berms. they were able to
march north almost unscathed.
At the same time, the USS Missouri and the USS Wisconsin began blasting Iraqi positions along
the coast of Kuwait with their h
guns. Iraqi troops in those
positions began to prepare for an
amphibious assault by 17,000
ILS. Marines waiting
an assault that never happened.
With Iraqi attention on the the
southern assault and the fire from
16-inc-

off-sho- re

the sea. the plan of Gen.
Schwartzkopf s lifetime took effect. (Here's where the football
play comes in.)
"We did what could best be described as the Hail Mary play in
football, where just before the ball
is snapped, all the receivers run to
one side of the line, then run
downfkld into the endzone. waiting for the ball." he said in a military briefing in Saudi Arabia.
French and American forces on the
border moved 300
miles west to an unguarded stretch
Saudi-Kuwa-

iti

border. They
rolled into Iraq completely unchallenged and cut off Iraqi forces just
south of Basra, behind and above
the vaunted Republican Guard.
"If it had been our intention to
take Iraq destroy the country,"
Schwartzkopf said, "we could have
done it unopposed, for all intents
and purposes, from this position."
Sunday. Feb. 24
Just before dawn, the 1st and 2nd
Marine divisions beaded straight
though the Saddam Line at the
border. Reconnaissance had already been completed
hours earlier. Units from the Arab
armies accompanied the Marines.
Their objective was the capture of
Kuwait City.
Marines were to guard the flanks
while Saudi, Egyptian. Qatarian
and other Arab forces breached the.,
Iraqi lines, allowing the Arab
troops to spearhead the attack.
To the west, the VII Corps of
the U.S. Army launched the biggest land attack since World War
Saudi-Ira-

qi

G-D- ay.

Saudi-Kuwa-

iti

the VII Corps drove flat out across

troops.
In the far west of the front lines,
the Army's 24 th Infantry moved
into Iraq, leaving behind a sign
saying "Welcome to Sunny Iraq.
Highway to the Euphrates," next
to a brand new dirt road.
By this time, more than 21 Iraqi
divisions had been destroyed or

Division reconnaissance mission
to watch the twenty pillars of
flame spurting 75 feet into the air
out of oil wells.
Marines followed Arab forces to
the outskirts of Kuwait City, encountering little to no resistance
from the Iraqis. The Arabs pressed
on, expecting to be in control of
the Kuwaiti capital by noon the
next day.
Tuesday, Feb. 26
The Arabs arrived in Kuwait
Ciry ahead of schedule just after
9"30 am, as a group of coalition
forces moved to the west of the
city. The Vn Corps positioned it-self south of Basra, with French ,
.troops, protecting Allied flanks.. !
trapping several thousand Iraqi'
'
troops inside a box.
"The gates are closed. There
was no way out of there. To date
we have rendered completely inef-

rendered useless.

Monday. Feb. 25

The day started with a report
broadcast over Radio Baghdad that
Saddam Hussein had ordered his
forces to withdraw from Kuwait
bended with a SCUD missile attack that killed 28 U.S. soldiers.
Including the first three women to
be killed in Desert Storm. Allied
forces continued their assault on
Iraq during the day.
The Allied armor was moving
ahead of schedule, but the VII
Corps, along with the Army's 1st
Cavalry and the British 1st Armored, the famed Desert Rats,
were slowed when they took high
numbers of Iraqi prisoners. They

.

ers that had been left in a hurry by . enemy, the biggest lest was yctl$r
their occupants, leaving behind
come.
food, cigarettes and weapons.
Weather grew so bad that the
Their speed (45 miles in the first
18th Aviation Brigade supporting
24 hours) was attributed to the fact .the XVIII Airborne Corps was
that Saddam had bought the fake grounded.' Winds reached 35 mph'
by the Allied forces attacking from
and visibility was a 'short half
the Kuwaiti border. He had transmile. Walking became difficult,
ferred his forces to fight there,
tents blew down and vehicles be- .leaving hugo bole foe the, VII : came mired in the ground.
: But the, war did pot stopf What
CorpS to run through. 'V
Members of the Army's Tiger" uju amy wu
vuuin uhu me rti- Brigade (2nd Armored Division)
lies were keeping of Iraqi Powell,
met with parts of a 2nd Marine
25,000,, They could just not

the dark desert To the left the
6th French Foreign Legion and a
brigade of the 82nd Airborne went
with them.
The 101st Airborne, with more
than 300 attack helicopters, sped
into the heart of southern Iraq to
cut enemy supply lines. The largest helicopter assault in history
encountered bole resistance. The
101st was to establish a stronghold at Al Salman and then move
north to the Tigris and Euphrates
valleys to cut off reinforcing Iraqi

Guard.
Wednesday. Feb. 27
The 1st Marine Division quietly
entered Kuwait City just after midnight and at dawn, Kuwaiti forces
marched into their own capital.
Soon,, Kuwaiti, and U.S. flags
'were fluttering in the sooty winds.
.The 2nd Marine Division gained

long artillery battle with Iraqi forces fighting a
action.
While the liberation of Kuwait
City was being celebrated, the big- fective 29 Iraqi divisions,"
gest tank battle since WWII was
Schwartzkopf said. ,
taking place to the northwest
But while clashes continued and
More than 700 VII Corps tanks
tr support fought the rain and 'aand armored vehicles faced off

JfWA

.

keep track. Iraqis were coming
out of everywhere to surrender.
Fifteen surrendered to an Italian
television crew. Several Iraqis
tried to surrender to a drone plane
used for reconnaissance. It is the
first time that anyone has surrendered to a robot
One group of Iraqis that was not
surrendering was the Republican

,

rear-gua-

3iDSt

rd

Wepubhcanduard

.tardcs.Te

fighting was pitched.
but there' was no place for the Ira
qis to go. and they were defeated.
The Allies' report light casualties
(
28 in the ground war, not counting the 28 killed in the SCUD
, missile attack on Dhahran. There
are thought to be "very, very large
,

numbers

of Iraqi dead."

Canjrjargrfstorted, President Bush
agreca wiui mosi 01 me rest 01 tne
world; Iraq was defeated. The fight-afting would stop.

er

Peace Movement: What's' next?
--

.

PAULINE ACH
Voice Assuunf Editor

A visit from a member of the
Democratic Socialist Association,
a visual representation of the war,
and possible participation in a
March 9 rally in Columbus are activities that the peace group on
campus has planned. This group
meets on Tuesday and Thursday
nights at 10 pjn. in the WVN
lounge. They do not have a name
because "we wished to avoid that
kind of label." according to one
member of the group.
The future of the group after the
War is over is still up in the air.
However, some of the members

would like to see it continue.
"For me, the peace movement is
not solely addressing this particular war, but a system which perpetuates war, declared and undeclared, over and over again so
therefore it doesn't end with a.
peace treaty between Saddam and
the U.N" said senior Mark
.

,

"It's not who stopped the war
but the fact that we spoke out
This was the strongest way we
knew," said junior Holly McClll-lOUg- h.
"

.

.

,

...

.

.,;

Jessamyn Neuhaus is impressed
with the way that the people who
, performed the civil disobedience
have really come together. "We are
coming together from a variety of
Another member, said that the different perspectives but the CD
"War is not going to end with a group is really unified. It isn't just,
clear cut ending. The repercussions a bunch of friends doing this as a
are going to go on and on. The
social thing."
moral question doesn't end."
For the ten members of the
For that reason, the members of Wooster community who particithe group who participated in the
pated in the sit-i- n at Regula's of:
sit-i- n
staged
fice, the pretrial was set for Febru
at Regula's office,
feci their action was justified.
Hen-dricks-

on.

ary 19th and their lawyer asked for
a continuance. It was reset for the
26ih and after a second continuance, it was reset for next Tuesday, March 5th. The bond for the
ten was set at 5200 each- - .; .
The CD group is waiting. Their
lawyer is in the process of bargaining. If the results are reasonable the group plans to plead
guilty, if not they plan to plead
not guilty and take their chances at
the triaL
. "It is hard to make a decision
based on what might happen," said
McCulIough. However, she feels
that the action was worth it "We
had to act on what we felt"
--

.

Neuhaus agreed, "The fact that
we didn't believe in it and took action is what matters."
"We all just want to get it over
with as soon as possible," said
McCulIough.
.. Senior Rowley Brucken also
, agrees that it. was worth it but is .
surprised at the "latent reactions of
strangers to our CD action. Most
have been wholeheartedly supportive, even thankful, of the action
we carried out two weeks ago.
However, none of us can forget
that the war continues on a massively destructive levcL Our reasons for doing CD remains with
all of us."

5

March

i;i9f
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Annual tenure process explained
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

The administration and members
of the faculty are currency in the
annual process of deciding whether
certain professors will receive tenure after this academic year.
Tenure is designed to protect
the professor from interference,"
said Mark Wilson, tenured chairperson of the geology department
and member of the Teaching Staff
and Tenure Committee which
plays a major role in selecting professors for tenure. 'There's a
in knowing that you can say
'
what you believe." "
'It protects the professor's right
to free speech," said Daniel Calhoun, tenured professor of history.
Though a professor with tenure
is rarely released from the College,
dismissal is possible if the school
is experiencing financial problems
and needs to cut tenured positions
or if the professor is found to be
incompetent
..,. r
The decision is made during the
professor's sixth year at the College. If the professor does not get
tenure, she must leave because the
College's guidelines say that a professor cannot stay on campus for
more than seven years without tenure, according to Wilson.
se-cur- ity

.

--

The decision is usually made fortunate that students do not put
in the middle of the candidate's enough time into the evaluations.
third contract. Professors at
"We find in the history departWooster usually begin with a ment that students are too charitathree-yecontract, have it renewed ble in their evaluation of profesfor two years, and then have it re- sors," he said. "We take it very
newed for another two years, but seriously. When a professor rethis is not always the case.
ceives tenure, the institution is
In order to receive tenure, a betting mat students will be served
professor must first get a recom- well."
mendation from the department s
As the committee evaluates the
he represents. This is then sub- candidate, they look for certain crimitted to the Teaching Staff and teria. Above all, they emphasize
Tenure Committee which proceeds uie teaching quality of the profesto evaluate the candidate by visit- sor.
ing classes that the professor
"The candidate has to have an acteaches and reviewing the
tive mind and engage the stumateriwhich
date's folder
contains
dents," said the professor. "His
al that the professor is asked to lectures should be clear, lucid and
submit.
organized and the courses should
The folder contains the profes- be organized well. Quality teachsor's publications, professional ac- ing is number one."
tivities, active scholarship proThe committee also emphasizes
grams like updated knowledge in the professor's scholarship. In
the professor's field of study, and other words, they look at how instudent evaluations.
volved the candidate is in his or
Professors place much emphasis her field of study. They determine
on now, siuaems ieci aooui uie 'now active the professor is by 'ex-"- 1
candidate.
amining folders and by what read"Students need to be honest and ings the professor assigns for his
forthright," said a tenured professor or her class, according to the prowho wished to remain anonymous. fessor.
The committee also looks to see
Calhoun said the history department strongly considers what stu- if the candidate has been published
in scholarly journals and emphadents say in their professor evaluasizes the professor's value to the
tion forms and thinks that it is un
ar

campus community.
"We are able to determine this
by hearing if they're good advisers
or if they are active in committees," said the professor. "They
also must work creatively with
students."

The committee's recommendation is then submitted to President
Henry Copeland who then sends
his recommendation to the Board
of Trustees where the final decision for tenure is made. The Pres-

retirement.

"We are selecting people who
will not atrophy," he said. "That's
why it's such an important decision and why we agonize over it
We're doing something that's very
important to the school."
A professor admitted that a tenured professor does occasionally
become less effective, but said the
problem is usually solved due to
the College's leave program and
faculty development program.

Under the leave program, the
committee's recommendation, ac- professor is given the opportunity
cording to the professor.
to spend a semester or a year reCalhoun, who received tenure in searching in his or her field in or1963, said that he is against the der to obtain updated knowledge.
tenure system because he believes The faculty development program
its .protection of professors can Offers summer research and encour- ages the professor to attend confersometimes go too far.
"In theory it's good because it ences related to his or her field.
"Usually, the right decision is
gives the professor a right to
speak his or her mind," he said, made, however," a professor said.
Thomas Falkner, professor of
"But in practice I'm against it because under the system, professors classical studies, David Moldstad,
professor of English and Gene
aren't held accountable for their
Pollock, professor of economics,
lions and I think they should be.
Some people are going to change all members of the Teaching Staff
over 25 years and some professors and Tenure Committee, declined to
see tenure as an excuse to stop comment on the topic. President
Henry Copeland, Vice President
working."
R.
Stanton Hales, Jr. and Dean of
A professor, however, believes
that, in general, professors who re- the Faculty Yvonne Williams
ceive tenure continue to be valua- were unavailable for comment
ble members of the faculty up to
ident and the Board rarely deny the

--

epidemic strikes campus; rumors
spread as quick as virus
Flu

AMYLAMBO
Voice Staff Writer

As I walked down the hall in
Stevenson, ready to relax in my
room after work, I felt a sense of
gloom, of entrapment, of disease.
Some of my fellow female residents were gathered outside the
bathroom in a circle of quiet conversation. Seperate words and
fragments of sentences could be
heard-"S- he
has mono." "Where's
"Strept Throat"
Becky?"
"Staying in Hygeia." Accompanying this alarming information
were several hacking coughs and
high pitched sneezes.
When I reached my door, I was
hesitant to touch my own door
knob for fear that I would contract
some of these vicious germs.

This paranoia has become common among students during the
past few weeks as the dreaded
"FluGeneral Illness Epidemic"
has managed to bestow its dreaded
wrath on the entire campus. The
number of rumors increased with
each victim who entered Hygeia,
desperately crying , "I don't feel
good!" "If 30 more students get
sick, campus will shut down."
"Every other school in Ohio is
cancelling classes." "Hygeia ran
out of medicine!"
Nancy Anderson, the Administrative Coordinator of Student
Health Services, was quick to disclaim all of these rumors as
false. To cancel classes and keep
students here would not solve the
problem," she said. The rumors
have been so rampant that every

one has lost sight of what the
problem exactly entails, and what
its proportions are.
There was an increase in the occurence of influenza or "the flu"
starting during the week of February 7. From February 1 1 through
February 13, the illness outbreak
reached its peak. 136 students
were treated at Hygeia over a 24
hour period for fever, headache, fatigue and chest discomfort, as
well as various other influenza-relate- d
and

cold-relate- d

symptoms.

Influenza always seems to reach
an overwhelming proportion of
people during the months of January, February and March. Therefore, Wooster's problem was not
out of the ordinary, said Anderson.
Frequently, on campuses, with
the close proximity of dorm liv- -

inz. the virus seems to affect an
even greater number of people.
Anderson and the Hygeia staff
sent a memo to the faculty, informing professors that an increase
in absences from class would be

likely to occur. There was no
suggestion of the possibility of
class cancellation. The Ohio Department of Health was also contacted by the Hygeia staff. The officials at the department were not
alarmed at the occurance of illnesses on college campuses.
They informed Anderson that the
influenza problem was a state-witrend, and that it was to be expected during the month of February.
So, we've all been sick and
some of us are still sick; either
physically ill with the flu, or
emotionally paranoid, feeling as if
de

,

life will be forever

germ-infeste- d.

What needs to be done is more
than obvious.
"Decent rest, nutrition, good
not letting people
cough in your face," said Anderson, listing several precautionary
hand-washin-

g,

measures to avoid influenza.
As the "epidemic" seems to be
decreasing, and the hope of can-

celled chemistry labs dwindles, it
would be best for us to all take
Nancy's advice and live an existence that is as hygenically safe as
possible. That means bringing
your own cup to that keg party
rather than drinking from a pitcher
with 20 other students. It also
means not wasting energy hoping
for the dramatic close of campus.
It's just the flu. What's next-sca- rlet
fever?

'
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Philadelphia Center rep visits campus
DEBBIE HIRST
Voice Gurtt Writer

Director of the Philadelphia
Center, Steve Brooks, will be visiting campus on Tuesday, March
5ih. He will meet with students
in Lowry Pit from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. to discuss the Philadelphia
program.
Center's three-pa- rt
One of the three main components of the Philadelphia Center
Program is the internship placements. Students research and interview for placement locations as
diverse as political action groups,
business accounting firms, city
government, art professions, investment firms, feminist organizations and social service programs.
The design of the internship is

largely based on students' own
Four days a week are
goals.
supervisors
spent with mentor-lik-e
on the job developing career skills
and professional insight. My internship with a city council member gave me opportunities to be
lobbied by special interest groups,
join the council member on planning meetings and to be in on inside discussions about the city's
politics as well as opportunities to
do research for legislation propo-- :
sals and write reports on my own
findings.
The second element of the program is city living. Students.
usually in groups of two or more,,
use the Center's resources and lo--'
cal papers to fuid'.apartrncnts in '

Onaran gains

USA

the Italian area, the historic areas
and places in the gentrified old
town. This also means learning
about leases, landlords, renting
furniture, managing finances and
finding food. It is an excellent
trial run at city life and independence. Philadelphia is a city with
great museums, historical districts
and great markets to explore.
It is also conveniently located
near New York, Boston, Washington D.C and other places good Cor
weekend adventures. Enjoying the
theaters and Perm's Landing water-fron- t,
using public transportation
and becoming accustomed to see--'
ing homeless people downtown"
all make the Philadelphia program '
'
a diverse and
:

thought-provoki-

ng

change from Wooster.
The third element of the program consists of one evening class
and one day time seminar per
week. Professors at the Center
have backgrounds in the arts, business, law and other areas. The
courses offered reflect this range of
experience and also make use of
the city as an extension of the
classroom.
Field trips to planning agencies,
shelters, police departments, the
courts and other locations bring
the city experience and class readings together. Some of the best
classes are on current and cohtro--'
versial issues broughf op in
':
dents' internship placements Pro- -'
fessors hav6 'great insight into

their own areas and are very enthusiastic in encouraging student investigation of possible graduate
schools, law schools or jobs after
graduation.

For students who are experimenting with possible directions
in college, and also those who
have set plans for after graduation,
the Philadelphia Center semester
provides opportunities to gain experience in an area of interest.
Credits and financial aid are transferable. Steve Brooks will provide
further information in Lowry Pit 3
to 4 pjn. on March 5th. Other
appointment times can be arranged
through Charlotte Wahl, Woost- 'ery advisor for the program, at
:-

-.

I..-

-

FAR CASrAUCHO

Today recognition

.

222 W.

Utxrty St.. Wooster. Ohio 4461
(216)2(4-211- 1

JENNIFER SPILBURG
Voice Feanxc Ediior

"When they had the opportunity
to take the road less traveled, they
either took the road less traveled or
carved a new road." This is the description given by educator Penelope Earley of the members of the
USA Today "All ILS.A. College
Academic Team.
Twenty undergraduates made the
"first team," and were awarded
$2500. Forty students made the
oth"second team," and sixty-tw- o
in
mention"
ers earned "honorable
this search by USA Today tor the
nation's best college students.
The College of Wooster's own
Yalman Onaran was selected by a
panel of nine judges all educators-t- o
grace the "honorable mention"
list in the February 22 issue of
USA Today.
Onaran says that Jeff Hanna and

Ken Plusquellec asked him to fill
out an application. "It was similar
to a graduate school application,
but they were especially-lookin- g
for a major contribution to socie
ty. You had lo have gained professional recognition. We had to
write an application describing that
accomplishment."
Gaining professional recognition
is something that Onaran does extremely well. In explaining what
he wrote in his application, Onaran stated, "I focused on the article
I got published in the proceedings
of the National Conference on Undergraduate Research in 1990."
The article was based on his junior independent study in sociology,
entitled "The Impact of Religion
on Political Culture in Authoritarian and Totalitarian Regimes: A
Study of Poland
and Turkey."
In addition to the recognition
Cross-Cultur-

al

that led to his honorable mention,
g
Onaran's junthe
in economics
study
ior independent
was presented at a conference of
the Ohio Journal of Economics
and Political Science . The independent study was given the Most
Outstanding Paper award, and will
be published in the journal.
Onaran describes USA Today 's
academic awards by saying. They
wanted to have a kind of parallel
athletic
award to
teams, so they created an

Quality

Hi-- Fi

all-Ameri-

can

all-Ameri-

can

academic learn."

He did not know that he had
been selected for honorable mention until be saw his name in the
paper, and people began lo approach him with congratulations.
"It's interesting that people I've
never met before came up to me to
congratulate me. It kind of feels
nice. It gives me hope about graduate schooL"

Audio and Video Equipment

Yamaha

double-majorin-

JVCRotel
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Quality Hi-vuuxi w. p0ifci iidid'
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Yamaha

Pioneer

JVC

"

Hifonics

"We do our own installations."

Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories
including Maxell and TDK tapes
10

off items not already discounted

with College of Wooster ID
Quality Is Not Expensive
Far East Audio-Wher- e
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ARTS
the stars

look very different today

Is it ethically correct to review an album of material that was written,
recorded and released the year in which you were born? I mean, I wasn't
Allergic Reactions
even thinking about teething when David Bowie's Space Oddity came
out. Of course there's a flip side to that logic. Even if I had heard the
Carbonated Lungs
album, I probably would not been able to fully grasp the depth of the
experience, let alone expound on its virtues in flowing albeit rather
'
Greg Home
spastic prose. It just wasn't a priority at the time.
But I've grown since then, and priorities have changed. I've also grown since I last listened to early David
Bowie. Not quite able to face the intellectual challenge of groups like Culture Club arid Wham!(?) in early
high school. I fed myself on the Who and Ziggy Stardust. Boy George was rnerely a hollow spectre of vague
fashion statement and spineless gender confusion compared to the advanced drama of glittering futility that
red fire truck. There was
Bowie had created and starred in back when I was toddling around in a
no comparison, really.
It's been a long time since those days, marked by embarassing haircuts and even more em harassing gym
classes. But something made me reconsider the past when the powers that be rereleased the David Bowie catalogue on Compact Disc last year. Two weeks ago I picked up Space Oddity an album from 1970, just
before Ziggy Stardust made his flamboyant appearance in the Bowie pantheon. I'd heard this record a couple
of times before,, but I didn't, know iaU that well (actually I'd contemplated stealing it from my younger
brother on several occasions.) I'm kind of glad I missed it back in the old days (oy! the pld days), it's kind of
like saving a present for the month after C3iristmas (oyl he waxes rhapsodic!).
If your Bowie experience has been limited to the likes of Changes One. Let's Dance, or even The Rise and
Fall cf Ziggy. etc... then this disc is worth a gamble. The production is simple and direct, full of twelve
string guitars, funky cheap moog noises and a pinch of SgL Pepper. The songs are the good part though.
"Memory of a Free Festival" to the threatening "Unwashed and Somewhat
They range from the hippy-dipp- y
Sliehtlv Dazed." But nothing is run of the mill here. The clearest storyline exists in "God Knows I'm
Good," which is about an old woman who gets caught shoplifting, not exactly Don Henley material. "Wild
Eyed Boy from Freecloud" is a messianic myth complete with an angry protective god and a dangerous condemning mob of villagers. "And who else could write lines like "Oh my love, Janine I'm helpless for your
W3yej4veH)nJour land" I am
smile Like a
-1
,
-Eye" album sprujf jfiyjrtwf f grwiTERre heMpfj Space Oddity
r.w r .
r
aancmg
go
ana
your
away
men
pag,
oui
your
put
lootaorusn
uusi wu- If weirdness and surreauiy.are not
ding, stop scratching your head) What I'm trying to say is, despite the oddness of trie songwntmg, tnis alosci-latbum is actually very accessible. The music is, dare I say, catchy, but at the same time interestingr.It
spacynessl
In
fury
or
its
own
it
never
overdoes
between eentle melodies and driving rock and roll, but
off,
it
all
it
off).
top
To
wax
on,
other words, here we haye a brilliant example of. balance, grasshopper (wax
p
come
kids
the
when
goes great with almost any meal, as a late night snick, or as a refreshing
,
home from school. Need I say more?
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African- - American
r

"
Lake City.'
For his performance this Satur- ,
Voice Staff Writer
' day, he will perform three sets acRobert W. companied by Brian Dykstra. The'
Ingram will present "An Evening first set will feature the songs. .
"Ain't Got Time to Die," "When T
Spirituals and
n
of
"
Folk Songs" this Saturday night Lay My Burden Down and "Oh,
May Do an Weep." The second set
in Gault Recital Hall at 7:30. .
T
Professor Ingram teaches music, will feature "Oh Freedom t Is
UsTomor-rotheater and Black Studies here at Massa Coin' to Sell
" .and "He's Got the Whole
the College of Wooster. He is on
leave from Westminster College of World in His Hands."
KATE JONES

Artist-in-Residen-

k

,-Sa-

ce

African-America-

w

Masanhko Banda in the title role of Putiie Victorious, his I.S.
production, which will go on the road to Case Western Reserve.

--

s

r. :'

songs
I'.--

in Shoolroy

SHAWN PERRY
The Case Western Reserve University production of The Blood
Knot will be presented at the College, of Wooster in Shoolroy Theatre this Sunday at 7 p.m.
;The story, by African playwright Athoj Fugard, tells of two
and
South African
how, they each define and search
for their identities in the midst of
apartheid.. Their struggle is based
upon the fact that one is black
while the other can "pass" as
white.

I

This set will also include readings by Paul Lawrence Dunbar and
from God's Trombones by James
Welden Johnson. The final set follows Jesus' life thrpugh such
songs as "Prepare Me One Body,"
Shout for Joy," "Let Us Break
Bread Together on Our knees,"
"Has Anybody Here Seen Mah Jesus " and "Ride On, King Jesus."
The concert is free to the

half-brothe-

,

same stage.
Tickets are required for the event
and can be obtained at Frcedlandcr
Box Office from 12 lo 2 p.m. and
4 to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
In a reciprocal performance, the
College of Wooster presented Pur-li- e
Victorious, the Senior I.S. project of Masankho Banda, Wednesday at Case Western,

The Wooster Inn

'

Owned and Operated by The College of Wooster

summer camp positions available

Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Easter Dinner.

?

to
Staff referral Services provides a network of camps, now hiring, from "the keys'
student
the
at
in-Minnesota.
One application reaches all camps. Applications available
employment office or call
Wiscons-

!

11
"

1-371-0575.

Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7am.-2p.r- n.
5 p.m. - 8 pjn.Sundays 7 ajn. - 11 am.

-

3-4645.

PAUL SIMON TICKETS for sale. Cleveland concert, 320. Call

rs

Theater

The play was originally produced in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1961. It was the first time
in that country that blacks and
whites appeared together on the

Voice Arts Editor

"

Classifieds
200-50- 0
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shows
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1-800-53-
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am. - 8 pjn.

Reservations Suggested (2X6) 26442341
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Student Discount

and Around
Wooster

Scot Band performs Sunday

In

ALISSA KULOW

features the entire ensemble in this
choral-lik- e
arrangement done by

Voice Guest Writer

SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor

Bruce HousekncchL

The Toledo Museum of Art will present Mirror of Empire:

Dutch Marine Art of the Seventeenth Century, a major exhibition
consisting of 140 masterpieces from the Dutch Golden Age of paintThis exhibition is the first to survey the rise of maing (1600-1700- ).
rine themes as a separate category of painting, reflecting the historical,
political and cultural values, and aspirations of the Netherlands as the
greatest maritime power of that century. Artists such as Backhuysen,
Porcellis. van de VekJe. and Vroom will be featured through their
paintings, drawings, prints, and sections of maps and navagational
charts. The exhibition opens January 27 and will run through April
28. Admission charge for the exhibition is $3X0.
in Akron will host a winter Shakespeare production on February 22. 23 and 24 and March 1. 2. and 3 for
a contemporary interpretation of "Macbeth." Canadian Director Ian
period to
Maclennan has removed the play from any
misuse
the
in
today
us
to
relevant
issues
the
many
of
make it relate to
(55
each
$10
arc
performances
six
for
all
Tickets
and abuse of power.
be
can
and
performance)
evening
Sunday
discount for students for the
8
begin
at
win
3.
Performances
obtained by calling (216)
pjn. on Friday and Saturday and 7 pjn. on Sunday.

The Stan Hywet Hall

time-specif- ic

836-553-

The College of Wooster's Lowry Center

will feature
Feb.
Simmons
the work of Cleveland photographic artist Victor T.
Simmons,
2. The exhibit is free and open to the public.
recently blinded in one eye due to sickle cell anemia, works from his
own photos, and magazines and other materials to create collages as
well as doing his own photography. Also known as V.T.S. Owl,
Simmons was the only Clevelander included in 'Art of the Eye," an
exhibit which travelled to Tokyo and Paris as well as several U.S. cities during 1988-810-Mar- ch

9.

On Sunday, March 3, McGaw
Chapel will once again light up
with the sight and sounds of the
At .4
Scot Symphonic Band.
p.m., the band will take the stage
in preparation for their annual
spring tour.
The band will be performing
pieces from various artists. First
on the concert win be "Tribute."
written by Mark Camphouse.
"Tribute" was commissioned by
the Leader and Commander of the
United States Army Band, Colonel
Eugene W. Allen and his wife,
Claire, to honor all American
women who have served in the
armed forces. This piece was runner-up
for the 1986 Ostwald Award
for band composition.
Next the band will perform
"Bugler's Holiday," a trumpet trio
written by Leroy Anderson featuring three of the band's finest trumpet players, seniors Matt Carson
and John Puster. and sophomore
Carolyn Wert.
The performance "will change
gears with the next composition,
a sacred piece written by Pavel
for the
Tschesnokoff (1877-194services of the Russian Orthodox
Church. "Salvation is Created"
4)

A composition by professor
Jack Gallagher will be then be performed. "Diversions: Triptych
for Symphonic Band," consisting
of three movements, was commissioned by and is dedicated to the
Cornell University Wind Ensemble. The piece was completed in
1985 with the generous assistance
of The College of Wooster Leaves
Committee and Faculty Development Fund as well as the Virginia
Center for the Creative Arts and
the Yaddo Corporation.
The composition was premiered
in 1986 at Cornell University and
was awarded First Prize at the
1987 Symposium XII for New
Band Music in Virginia.

After
,

the

"Diversions," the concert will
shift back to something more traditional, the music from Scotland,
featuring Wooster's pipers, dancers
and Scottish drummers.
Opening the second half of the
concert will be "Chimes of Liber- ty," a march wriitrrrby Edwirr
Franko Goldman (1878-1956- ).
An advocate of world peace, Goldman has been quoted as stating,
during a radio address concerning
the status of bands, "I hope that

I.S. film production "Airhearfc"
KIM DOUGLASS
Newi Editor

For all of you who have ever
dated an "air heart." Andrew S.
Bishop's senior LS. film production is for you. Airheari? What's
an airheart? If the red posters featuring punctured hearts that have
been scattered across campus in
the past few weeks have not answered this for you. then Bishop's
all too familiar scenes depicting
gender empowerment win.
Airheart, Bishop's communicationstheatre major creation,
opened last night in Schoolroy
Theatre. The film is set in a college community (surprise, surprise) appropriately called Amelia
Earhari University, and stars two
real college students, senior Geoffrey O'Brien and junior Karen S.
twist
Cordrick. It is a
be
which
largest
of
ironies,
the
of
-

50-minu- te

ing that it is the women at Earhart
University who dominate the society. The film begins, therefore,
with a group of college friends trying to convince Cordrick's manipulative character, Lori. to seduce
O'Brien's vulnerable character.
Tim. The story line progresses
much like, as one viewer descibed
it, an "afterschool special," in that
Cordrick sets out to "land" O'Brien
by dating him casually for several
days before getting him drunk and
taking advantage of him sexually.
O'Brien tries to defend his honor
by accusing Cordrick of the sex
crime he feels has been committed
against him, and faces a less than

understanding judicial

board

(including a female college president played by Vice President of
Development Sally Patton). Bishop's audience comes to empathize
with O'Brien's character, both be

cause of the violation to his body,
and the lack of support he receives
from the "heartless" society around
him (or perhaps its heart is just
full of air?). It is the interesting
twist at the end of the story that
shakes the audience into reality,
and makes them realize that they
never really left it. And it is this
twist that turns Bishop's otherwise
comic depiction of collegiate sexuality into a mature and carefully
crafted statement about gender empowerment.
Despite the fact that several
lines are lost in the muffle of only
semi professional sound equipment, the technical quality of
Bishop's video is excellent. Bishop clearly was working with limited resources, and with those he
had available to him, the shots
came together well. Similarly,
Cordrick and O'Brien effectively

contemporary

strictly 'military bands' will soon
have no military duties and that
wars will be a thing of the past."
In light of the last piece advocating world peace, the Scot Band
will perform "America the Beautiful," which they would like to
dedicate to the American Troops in
the Middle East. The poem
"America the Beautiful" was published by Katherine Lee Bates in
1894, and later set to various
tunes, but none fit as well as Samuel Ward's "Materna."
The two have been closely related since then, and Carmen Dragon's arrangement of this American
favorite has become a standard in
the wind ensemble repertoire.
To close, the band will perform

the wind ensemble favorite
"Russian Christmas Music."
"Russian " is based on the ancient
Russian Christmas carol "Carol of
the Little Russian Children" and
liturgical music of the Eastern Orthodox Church as well as original
material by Alfred Reed. The talents of the Wooster Symphonic
band are utilized here in an almost
furerwhelining musical impression
of old Russia during the jubilant
Christmas season.
This Sunday's concert is free of
charge.

opens

portray the characters Bishop created for them, considering the fact
that neither individual has ever acted in front of a camera before.
The story line progresses fairly
well. It could be argued that
O'Brien's male friends, representing the peanut gallery in a date
rape scenario, are too unsympathetic to their friend's plight.
Similarly, it is not clearly understood bow a manipulative seductress such as the one Cordrick
plays turns into an individual
wanting to pursue a relationship
and "talk." For the most part,
however, Bishop does an effective
job of developing characters. His
subject is one that could easily
have evolved into a comedy, but
Bishop handles it very tastefully
and conveys the severity of it in a
thoughtful and entertaining way.
The response to openning night

was very enthusiastic. Said junior
Mark Braunsdorf, "I thought it
was a fantastic production of a serious topic - very humorous yet
tastefully done. Everyone should
go see itl" First year Tammy
Hampton responded with, "I
thought it was excellent for not
having any film facilities here.
Wooster should be commended on
the fact that it has broke new
ground in the theatre department
by allowing a film IS." Junior
Megan Howes agreed. "This film
needs to be seen by every member
of this campus. It's an important
social commentary."
Airheart. Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:30 and 10:30 p.m.
Tickets are required but currently
the show is sold out
However, a waiting list is being
compiled. CaU or visit the ticket
booth for details.

SPORTS
track competes against Kenyon,

Wittenberg-wil- l

meet Ohio Wesley an next weekend

in the pole vault. In the long Hicks earned second in the long
In
jump, Mark Marrando continued jump with her leap of
Voice Sports Writer
Louis
his dominance with .his first place the 3000 meter run, Susan
ran a very strong effort of 11:08.1,
while Brian Galeffort of
field
and
Wooster's indoor track
while Diane
learn, back from a week's break lagher jumped second in the triple good for second place
week, fievery
improving
Burtch,
leap
his
with
of
jump
from competition, participated in
Saturday at Denison, Dudley nished second in the 60 yard high
two meets this weekend. The
hurdles in 10.3.
Scots met Kenyon and Wittenberg again vaulted a consistent 13-"
Saturday at" Denison, Anna
Marat Kenyon Friday night and Deni-so- n good for another first place.
performance in the 1500
Scherzer's
rando tried out the triple jump and
and Heidelberg at Denison Sat40-5meter run stood out. Scherzer ran
earned third with his leap of
urday.
In the 600 meter dash, Dan 5: 15.82 and captured second place.
"We approached this weekend as
Dickey came across the line in Shannon O'Neill, recovering from
a gearing up for the specially
in the week,
events," commented head coach 1:30.64 and second place while in being sick earlier
won
the 200 meter
McMiland
came
back
Scott
dash,
Dennis Rice: "The jumpers, pole the 400 meter
of note was
Also
28.9
in
ana
dash
finished
intra
in Sins
vaulters and throwers igot a chance Vn.
of 33-- 9 in
throw
Larke's.
1
Kristen
"
to work on their techniques in the place. - 3000
Kiss'
Carolyn
The women also put forth the shotput,
week before the conference meet."
Bunch's
12:23
and
of
Shawn Judge, helped by strength strong individual performances. At meter time
hurdle time of 8.9.'
high
meter
captured
45
Rogers
Kristen
Kenyon,
coach Chris Bache, led the way for
"
with
Wooster returns to competitive
the Scots Friday night with his second place in the shotput
action
at the Conference ChampiNicole
first place personal record of 37-6- .5 her throw of
next Friday and Saturday
onships
600
the
placed second in
in the shotput. Gary Dudley
University.
Wesleyan
Ohio
1:49.6 andKrista at
also won a first place by vaulting meter run in
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Robb'sRapp

Sophomore forward Brian Buchanan drives the lane during the
loss to Wittenberg last Saturday at Timken
Scots' 65-4- 8

2)

Robb

Gymnasium, (photo by Krista Hicks.)
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hard-foug- nt

The College of Wooster men's
basketball team was defeated hand-

4)

Wittenberg,
last Saturday at Timken
Gymnasium in a game that decided
the North Coast Athletic Confer-- .
eftce Championship and proceeded
to lose to lOuVranked Calvin,
in the first round of the
ily by

,-

.

Coming Up.
and, WOMEN'S

MEN'S
Mar.

Mar.

13-1-

MEN'S
Mar.

SWIMMING

7

and WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
Opponent

Date
1-

-2

,

Time

Site

NCAA Championship (women)
NCAA Championship (men)

6-- 9

NCAC Championships

ed

85-6- 8,

. .

Opponent

Date

ninth-rank-

65-4- 8,

.

.

season

all

ends with loss to Calvin

ps

third-ranke-

tn

B-B-

NCAA Division III Tournament.

The Scots, who ended their season with a 25-- 4 overall record,
were led by Brian Buchanan who

scored 17 points, Tim Southcrland
and Stan Auk amp who both had
four assists, and Buchanan who
had seven rebounds. Southcrland
contributed 12 points while Doug
Mcinen added 11 points.
also scored 1 1 points.
Au-ka-

Calvin

(22-3-

)

faces

QWU

,

Time
9:00

third-rank- ed

Seniors
Hope on Saturday.
Southcrland and Mark Stanley
concluded their careers for the
Scots in the game against Calvin
and finished a season that was easily one of the best in Wooster basketball history.

Are you an abused woman? There is someone who'll listen
Please contact Every woman's Mouse
and their support groups
Another Way and Battered Woman's Support Group
at 263-102This ad is sponsored by the women of Reed House and Pioneer
0.

Site

mp

Program thru United Way via WHIRE.

Case meet last chance

to qualify for nationals
JEN POPE
Voice Anittmc Sports Editor
This past weekend some of the
members of the swim team traveled to the Case Western Invitational. This meet has traditionally
been the "last chance" meet for
people to swim post season, if
they do not go on to nationals
Several women were trying to
make national cuts this weekend.
Tammy Behringer qualified in the
100 yard butterfly; Wendy Free-bu- rn
qualified again in the 100
yard freestyle and Laura Miller and
Freeburn helped the 400 freestyle
relay qualify with an aggregate

time. The 400 free relay was the
last relay that needed to qualify.
Heather Johnston swam the 100
yard breaststroke and greatly improved her time.
Only a few of the men traveled
to Case. Distance swimmer Brian
Vereb proved his versatility in the
water by swimming the 200 yard
backstroke and breaking in to the
All Tune Woostcr Top Ten with a
time of 2.0334.
The coaches were pleased with
the swims at Case and felt that it
was a good meet overall. Now the
National Team is beginning the
borne stretch to their final meet in
Atlanta over the spring break.

Abused children hurt even when they are grown up.
If you need support please contact

Children of Uiolence

0.
at Every Woman's House,
This ad is sponsored by the women
of Reed House and Pioneer Program
thru United Way via WHIRE.
263-102-
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Wooster loss to Wittenberg
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Aukamp. Doug Mejnen, and Mark
Wooster basketball players ( from left to right) Dave George, Stan
Tirnken
the shock of their 6fW8 loss to Wittenberg last Saturday a last
rught
Scots played
Gynmasbm during the North Coast Athletic Conf emece Tournament. Thefinished
tats season wrth
S MichSan arri suffered a loss to tenth ranked CaMn Coflege. Wooster
:
'
a 25-- 4 record (photo by Krista Kicks.)
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If you thought that finding a color
Atocintosh'system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.

TheMadntoshIfcrichincolotU
onJy 16 colors at once, the Macintosh IespaixisyyxjrpaJettetx256
It also comes with a microphone and new sound input technology that lets
)xm personalize your work by ackiingvT)iceorctrierscunds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way--so once you're yearned one program, you're well

cn)TXir way to learning them aLTte
to
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-than-ks
the versatile Apple SuperDrive," which can read from and write to lacintosh,
MSDOS, OS2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC arriseewriatitghraymTrienrjuTch
yourself. Ifs better than a dream-i- t's a Macintosh.

For further information contact
David Yk&ase in Taylor Hall
Room 311 ExL 2245

The power to be your best"
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